Bibliographic Information Activity

1. The author's name, the illustrators name, the title, and __Publisher__ can all be found on the book’s __Title Page__.

2. You can find the place of publication and the copyright or publication date on the __back__ of the title page.

3. You can also find all this information in the __marc__ record for the book.

4. When citing a book for a bibliography, list: __author__, title, city the book was published in, the publisher, and the copyright date.

5. In an encyclopedia, the author's name is usually found at the __end__ of the article.

6. Each year, __almanacs__ are revised and reprinted. You should always use the __most recent__ publishing date for your bibliography.

7. When citing an encyclopedia, list all of these that are available: Author of article, __title of article__, title of encyclopedia, edition and date published.

8. When citing an internet resource, list all of these that are available: author, __title of item__, title of website, date the page was created or updated, full URL address, and the date you accessed the page.

9. A magazine title and date can usually be found on the __front cover__.

10. To give a proper citation for a magazine, list: The author of the article, title of article, __name of magazine__, date of magazine and page numbers of article.